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Texting drivers are 23 times more likely to be in an accident.1
To reduce the temptation to look away from the road, we’ve launched the AT&T DriveMode® mobile
application (www.att.com/drivemode) that can be set-up to automatically send a customizable reply
to incoming messages when the vehicle starts moving 25 mph. The auto-reply message is similar to
an “out-of-office alert” and can reply to texts, emails and wireless calls letting your friends know that
you are driving and unable to respond. Then when the vehicle slows to less than 25 mph for 5 minutes,
the app will turn off and the user can view the calls. The app will automatically send all calls directly to
voicemail; however, the user has the option to create an “allow list” or it can also be turned off manually
if the user needs to make a call immediately.*
AT&T DriveMode® also offers additional safety and convenience features, including:
• “Allow List,” which lets users select up to five contact numbers such as roadside assistance
and family members to send and receive calls while the app is running.
• 911 is always accessible with just a touch of a button, regardless of whether the app is turned on.
• Music and Navigation settings allow one music and one navigation app to run while
AT&T DriveMode® is enabled.
By downloading the app, customers are also automatically taking AT&T’s “Don’t Text and Drive”
pledge, joining millions of others who have made the commitment to not text while driving.
The app is now available to download at no charge for AT&T customers through Google Play,
BlackBerry App World™ and the AT&T AppCenter. AT&T continues to look for opportunities to expand
the availability of the DriveMode app.
AT&T’s anti-texting-while-driving mobile solution is part of the company’s broader “It Can Wait”
campaign that aims to stigmatize texting while driving. For more information, visit
www.itcanwait.com.
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Where can I get DriveMode?
You can download DriveMode from Google Play, AT&T AppCenter and Blackberry AppWorld. Just
type in AT&T DriveMode in the search box.
What platforms does the app work on now?
At this time, AT&T DriveMode is available for AT&T Android and BlackBerry users.
Is the app available for iPhone or other non-SmartPhone devices?
Not at this time, but we’re looking for opportunities to expand its availability.
Are you pre-loading DriveMode on your BlackBerry and Android devices?
We are working with device makers to pre-load no-texting-while-driving technologies and
solutions into handsets, with the goal of making these solutions standard on all AT&T smartphones.
The Pantech Discover™ was the first device to come with the free AT&T DriveMode®
safe-driving app preloaded.
Am I charged for the text auto-replies?
Yes, but most of our customers have unlimited texting plans, including about 8 in 10 of the
smartphone customers who can download the app.
Is the AT&T DriveMode mobile application offered for free?
Yes, AT&T is offering the application for free for its BlackBerry and Android wireless customers. Data
and text messaging charges may apply for download and app usage.
How does the app work?
• Once downloaded and set-up, the app will turn on automatically once your vehicle starts moving
25 miles per hour. Then anyone who tries to text or email will receive an auto reply message telling
them you’re currently driving and will get back to them soon.
• When the app is turned on, all calls will automatically be sent to voicemail; however, the user can
identify five numbers that can always be called, and 911 calls are always allowed.
• When setting up the app, the user has the option to select one navigation and one music app that
can be accessed while DriveMode is turned on.
• While enabled, depending on your device, the app also stops incoming sounds for texts, emails
and voice calls so you’re less tempted to grab your phone.
• The app automatically turns off once the vehicle is going less than 25 miles per hour for 5 minutes
and then the user can view the calls, messages and emails as they normally would.
How does this compare to other anti-texting-while-driving apps out there?
• AT&T provides this application to its customers for free. (Note: Standard data and text messaging
charges may apply for download and app usage). Several other wireless providers, on the other
hand, charge a monthly fee for applications that block incoming text messages.
• AT&T DriveMode also gives customers the flexibility to customize a personal auto-reply message
and identify five contacts who can always call and be called while DriveMode is operating.
Additionally, customers can choose to have music and navigation apps enabled while AT&T
DriveMode is on.
Will DriveMode impact the battery performance of my device?
Because DriveMode utilizes GPS, you will notice some degradation on the battery life. However, we
have done everything possible to lessen this impact.
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Sometimes DriveMode goes off when I’m not moving. Why is that?
It’s possible that you are standing between towers and are switching from one to another. Because
of this, DriveMode thinks you are moving and will turn on. You can always manually turn it off at any
time.
What if I’m a passenger in a vehicle and don’t want DriveMode to turn on?
Simply press the green steering wheel when DriveMode is activated and it will turn off until your next
trip.
Can I make and receive phone calls with Bluetooth?
Using your Bluetooth, you can place and receive calls to your 5 allowed contacts. If your Bluetooth
device or in vehicle Bluetooth kit allows for voice dialing you may also make and receive all calls with
the Bluetooth connected when AT&T DriveMode is ON.
Why isn’t my Music app or my Navigation app available to me through Quick Access?
Not all music and navigation apps are accessible through DriveMode, but we are working to expand
the list. Keep checking back if yours is not available.
Why isn’t DriveMode adjusting the music volume with side keys when in the Quick Access Music
feature?
It will take a few seconds and some extra clicks of the side keys to control the volume of some music
players when in DriveMode. We are currently investigating a fix to make it easier to control volume of
Music Apps when in DriveMode.
How come when choosing someone to add to the DriveMode Allow List from contacts the name
of contact does not appear?
If you have a current contact that is identified with a number before the name, it is not recognized
as a contact by DriveMode. Also, if the contact is a number only the contact is not recognized by
DriveMode. If a contact is a name followed by a number, it will be recognized by DriveMode. We are
currently working on a fix so regardless if you have numbers only or numbers preceding a name,
DriveMode will recognize those contacts.
Why won’t alarm, calendar alerts and pill reminder alerts work when DriveMode is on?
At the present time these alerts are blocked. However, we are currently working on an extra feature
that will allow the user to control alerts and what specific alerts they want on or off.
Why is DriveMode randomly turning on while I’m in a building?
Sometimes when the user is inside a building there is a very slight chance of a false positive, meaning
DriveMode thinks that you are driving, but you really are not. In a large interior building, it is more likely
for a false positive to occur. If false positives are occurring consistently, we advise the user to switch
to manual mode. We are improving our false positive success rate and will continue to do further
research and testing.

*Data and text messaging charges may apply for download and app usage. Standard messaging rates apply to auto-reply messages. AT&T DriveMode® is free
to AT&T customers only. Compatible device required.
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